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THE DEVIL HATES SEX—But God Loves it 

By Father David 
20 May 1980 (DFO#999) 

 
   1. The Devil hates and fights sex! Just the opposite of what the Church teaches! All his 
pornography and dirty pictures is to downgrade and belittle sex and literally make it 
filthy! He belittles and downgrades and contaminates sex and does everything he can 
against sex because it’s just about the most beautiful creation of God! The Devil is 
probably the World’s greatest enemy of sex and for the System churches to have taught 
that sex was a temptation of Eve in the Garden of Eden is one hell of a God-damned 
doctrine of the devils! 
   2. Just think, sex is probably the most spiritual physical activity there is of everything 
about the body or the physical that comes the closest to something spiritual. An orgasm is 
really not just physical but it literally flips you out in the Spirit! It’s a spiritual 
experience, just like a gateway to the Spirit World! With me, orgasms are really 
sometimes terrific spiritual explosions! 
   3. The Devil hates sex! Just think what a lying deceitful liar he is in the way he pretends 
to promote it! He literally pretends to promote it when actually he’s fighting it all the 
time! (MARIA: Yes, because people finally come to the point where they just get fed up 
with only sex, sex, sex and nothing else and they hate it!) Yes, he pretends to promote it 
and all the time he just absolutely degrades it, demeans it, besmirches it and dirties it! I 
can’t think of a bad enough word for it! 
   4. I mean he just drags it through the media worse! He drags it through the sewage! He 
drags it down to the gutter level, literally. He just makes people like pigs and hogs in the 
slime, when God meant for it to be beautiful, and it is beautiful! It’s just the Devil that 
makes it ugly and dirty and illegal! 
   5. I was thinking about it when I saw Philippe la Plume’s “Revolutionary Sex” komic 
about teaching children about sex and how beautiful it is and how true and how Godly 
and how Biblical and so on, and yet how dangerous for us to even put out such a truth! I 
mean if you want to infuriate the System, just talk about teaching sex to children, or 
allowing children any sexual activities or to explore sex or anything. Whew! They’ve 
passed so many laws against sex it’s almost unbelievable! 
   6. The System really hates sex, yet it hypocritically pretends to promote it in their 
commercials and ads and books and pornography and everything else, when all the time 
they’re fighting it, really fighting it! So they make people sick and fed up with it they 
don’t even want it anymore. My Lord! 
   7. Where did the System churches ever get that damnable doctrine of the devils that sex 
was eve’s temptation in the garden and that sex caused the Fall? Imagine! Why the 
System church practically bases its entire religious doctrine all on sex! That is one of the 
most important doctrines of all, the fall of man, the entry of sin, disobedience to God and 
they base it all on sex. That sex is the major sin, that sex caused the fall of man, that sex 
was the temptation of Eve and that sex was what got them thrown out of the Garden. 
Imagine! My Lord, sex had nothing to do with it! 



   8. I mean sex was one of their first and greatest blessings! I’m sure when they probably 
first saw each other naked, why dear Adam being the first and perfect man and tip top 
shape, he must have gone bloop direct immediately! And God probably showed them 
how to do it so they’d get busy! It was the first blessing in the Bible, the first 
commandment! (Gen. 1:28) 
   9. To think how the church has corrupted the truth! You couldn’t even say it’s 
corrupted the truth; it’s just a plain outright blatant lie to teach that sex is a sin and that 
sex was the first sin, that sex was their disobedience to God! How horrible! What a 
terrible thing! (MARIA: And nobody’s ever corrected it, they must not ever read their 
Bibles!) 
  10. What a terrible thing to teach children! From the time they’re born practically to 
teach them to hate sex and fear sex and abhor sex and deplore sex and be ashamed of sex 
and be ashamed of their sexual parts and “No no! Naughty! Dirty! Hide it! Don’t ever do 
that!” (MARIA: It’s horrible! No wonder people are so perverted now.) 
  11. The whole world is absolutely perverted, totally perverted in that one hell of a 
wrong attitude towards sex! That it’s something horrible, dirty, filthy, evil, sinful and 
wicked! They are just virtually blaspheming the Creation of God-the most marvelous, 
miraculous and beautiful of all the physical activities! Just think, one that creates life, 
new human beings! It’s almost supernatural! 
  12. But the Devil has absolutely made it an abomination to where it’s practically one of 
the cardinal doctrines of the Church—particularly the Catholic Church—to forbid their 
priests sex, of all things, Imagine! And it has driven them into horrible perversion till 
they’ve become a bunch of homosexual perverts: The Priest hood has fallen into the 
worst kind of sexual sin-sodomy—because of the Church doctrines against sex! Think of 
it! 
  13. My lord, it makes me so mad! Whew! I don’t think I’m even going to get as mad at 
the Devil because he knows it and he knows he is a liar and God knows it and we know 
it—but how the Church could be so deluded and deceived and so totally led astray and 
teach such a false doctrine for aeons [sic] just makes me furious at the Church!—That 
they could be so stupid to believe all that! (MARIA: Yes, none of them must ever ever read 
the Bible!) 
  14. The only reason god had to make any prohibitions about sex is because of their 
perversions and that perverted attitude toward it. Lord help us! I mean they have so 
perverted the whole World’s attitude about sex that they as good as have everybody 
convinced you’ve got to be a wicked sinner and some kind of a demonic sex pervert or 
sex maniac to really en joy it! 
  15. I can’t understand why I never in this whole world ever heard anybody else teach 
what I’m saying!—I guess they probably strung’m up—They probably crucified’em or 
martyred’em if they ever came out with any such doctrine, and that’s probably what 
they’ll do to me: (MARIA: Well, there haven’t been too many people that have had such a 
voice as you have either. Maybe there have been independent people here and there in 
little groups, but it hasn’t gone any further than them.) 
  16. Yes. There were a few little religious communities through history that had sexual 
freedom and taught sexual freedom, and boy, they hounded them literally to death. Look 
what they did to the Mormons just be cause of a little polygamy which is perfectly 
Biblically legitimate all through the Bible and not even forbidden in the New 



Testament!—Except by their misinterpretation probably engineered by the System 
Churches! 
  17. The U.S. declared war on the Mormons! They sent out the Army to slaughter and 
massacre’em just because they practiced polygamy, think of that! (MARIA: Probably out 
of jealousy! Ha!) Yes! Well, for one thing their wives were sick and fed up with their 
System husbands and ran off with the Mormons! They liked it! 
  18. They liked the idea of having several wives in the home and people to help with the 
cooking, the children, the washing, the ironing, the wood-chopping and everything else! 
Don’t we? We find it extremely helpful for a mother who has a number of children now 
to have somebody else in the Home to help with the work. And if she’s going to have 
another woman to help with the work and the children and the cooking and the 
housekeeping and all the other burdens and responsibilities, the woman might as well 
enjoy the benefits and the blessings of enjoying the husband too, and sex, and more 
children 
  19. If people had had more children, why the world would probably have reached a 
population state where the lord could have ended it maybe a thousand years ago and He 
could have come then instead of having to wait 2000 years! But they’ve been slowing 
down the sexual process and trying to keep from having children enough to populate the 
World sufficiently to reach the stage where the Lord wanted it to. (MARIA: That’s right!) 
This makes me mad! I’m angry! I’m not so mad at the Devil because he knows what he’s 
doing, but at the God-damned stupid idiots who believe him, they’re the ones! 
  20. (MARIA: Well, what about incest?—That’s a big big question in the family right 
now) Honey, this subject of incest is so dangerous I hardly even dare talk about it in the 
privacy of our bedroom! I mean the System practically goes berserk when you talk about 
incest. (MARIA: Well, we’ll just have to tell the kids that it’s not prohibited by God, but 
you’d better watch out because it’s dangerous!) Of course it is! 
  21. It is the most dangerous form of sex and the most prohibited by the System!—As far 
as the System goes and as far as the law goes it is absolutely taboo! Illegal! Dangerous! 
The System and the Systemites are so absolutely crazy on the subject they would 
practically lynch you and string you up and not even wait for a trial or have you arrested 
or anything, that’s just the way they are!—Insane! 
  22. It’s been so ingrained and indoctrinated in them now for thousands of years 
beginning with the Catholic Church. The whole idea being that sex is so wicked and 
sinful, so vile and horrible, so awful and the worst of all sins, so of course the worst of all 
sexual sins is with children. “How could you besmirch and defile and violate your own 
child?—An under-age minor!” 
  23. I don’t know what the hell age has got to do with it when God made’m able to enjoy 
it practically from the time they’re born! But though God didn’t count them as under age 
to have sexual feelings and sexual responses and sexual nerves and sexual orgasms from 
the time they’re born, the System prohibits them from having them until they’re 18 to 21 
years of age! 
  24. It just shows you how the System is the tool of the Devil and is the biggest enemy of 
sex there is! They only allow sex as long as they can control it and use it and capitalize 
on it and make money on it and control people with it!—Just like the Catholic Church 
does and the government does! Whew! It makes me so mad! 
  25. And my god, don’t you even dare talk about incest; it’s almost a word you don’t 



even hardly dare pronounce in private, much less engage in it! You can’t even teach your 
own children about sex! You can be accused of incest or corrupting a minor or promoting 
juvenile delinquency or contributing to the delinquency of a minor. I mean there are 
oodles of all kinds of crazy laws against anything about sex. 
  26. Sex is taboo! Sex is illegal!—Except within a very very few restricted carefully 
controlled areas. The Devil is so God-damn afraid of it, and the System is so afraid that 
people would get out of control and find freedom if they didn’t keep it under control! It’s 
ridiculous, just ridiculous! 
  27. My lord just think of it!—God in the original creation intended for people to run 
around in public naked in the open air in a Garden with no houses, no bedrooms, no 
privacy, and fuck each other out under the trees on the grass in public—All of which is 
terribly illegal and dangerous today! You can’t engage in such practices. 
  28. You have no idea how many laws there are against sex! I used to work in the 
District Attorney’s office, and outside of gambling they had more cases on sex than 
anything else!—I think gambling was the biggest thing, and sex was next. Liquor had 
already been made legal so that was OK. But I bet half the laws in the World are against 
sex! I don’t know. I’ve never heard any stats on it and they’re probably ashamed to 
stat’m! 
  29. You could hardly even tell what they meant in these charges in these cases in the 
District Attorney’s office. It said, “Exposed his privates to two teenage girls”!—His 
privates?—Who are his privates? Ha! They didn’t even dare mention them on the legal 
charge! They called his genitals his “privates”! They should have been strictly private 
and he made them public! Ha! Oh, God help us! It’s unbelievable! 
  30. My god, Adam went around—and Eve too—exposing their privates all the time!—
There was nothing private about’m! Whew! And then there was so-called “indecent 
exposure” which could run in Miami in those days anywhere from a low-necked dress to 
a thin one or a short one, and they used to arrest women on the street for wearing dresses 
that they thought were immodest and indecent. Think of it!—Actual cases in Miami! 
  31. My god, if some of those law enforcement officers could see most of the beaches of 
the world today they’d probably go out of their minds!—It’s a hopeless situation, almost 
total nudity! Thank God! At last, freedom! (MARIA: That shows people are getting closer 
to God and, His ways, huh?) They’re gettin’ shook loose, at least, from the Devil’s own 
church restrictions. (MARIA: Because the Devil takes credit for it.) He takes credit for it 
and they think they’re getting away from God that way, when actually they’re getting 
closer to God’s freedom! The Devil stole the whole works, and then he rations it out to 
his people for his favors for worshipping him! 
  32. And the next worse crime in the Florida law was “unlawful co-habitation with an 
unmarried female minor”.—The guy must, have been doing a little mining of his own! In 
those days they could send you to the electric chair for it, it was called rape! Even if she 
wanted it and enjoyed it and asked for it and seduced him into it!—And it’s still that in 
some States of the United States and was until recently in Britain. It didn’t matter if it 
was with consent, if she was under 21 it’s classified as rape and they can put you up 
almost for life—or 20 years, which is a good hunk of your life! 
  33. I mean to teach sexual freedom and sexual liberty is downright dangerous! Look at 
how the newspapers of Britain have reacted to some of our simple little instructions about 
how to get the foreskin of your little boy down so you can just wash him! They call that 



child sex!—Teaching children sex! I guess they want them just to go dirty and become 
corrupt until he stinks and gets infected! “Don’t dare pull down his foreskin, not even to 
wash it!—He might get excited and have an erection! Don’t dare tell him how to do it or 
it’s a crime!”—Think of it! 
  34. The Devil hates sex and yet he’s got the world deceived into thinking that he loves 
it, and in order to enjoy it they’ve got to love him! What a lie, what a deceit, what a 
doctrine of the Devil! It’s just almost unbelievable how screwed up and twisted the 
World has gotten over just one thing-sex!—One of the most wonderful creations of God, 
the most thrilling of all physical experiences, and even spiritual!—The one physical 
activity that actually is the most marvelously creative of all and will actually create 
another human being, it creates life!—And yet they just despise it and deplore it and 
demean it and degrade it and make it illegal! 
  35. As far as God’s concerned there are no more sexual prohibitions hardly of any kind, 
except he sure seemed to hate sodomy and I don’t see where He withdrew that.—But 
whatever it is, there might be exceptions as long as it’s in love. God’s only law is 
Love!—And I’ll tell you, it’s dangerous because the System sure hates it, and the 
System’s laws and everything are geared against sexual activities of all kinds and types, 
particularly having anything to do with children!—You don’t even have to be a child, just 
a minor, and in some countries a minor is 23 years of age! Ha! Catholic countries! 
  36. (MARIA: The cases of sodomy that think they are exceptions don’t usually seem to 
bear very good fruit.) Yes, that’s another thing, some people are always looking for a 
loophole. (MARIA: Even if it’s because of guilt that they don’t bear good fruit.) It shows 
they didn’t have the faith for it. “Whatsoever is not of faith is sin”. (Romans 14:23)—
Even if it’s wrong in God’s sight, and a sin to God or His way of looking at things. 
  37. If it’s not of faith and it’s not in love, it’s sin!—Even if it’s right! Even if it’s not 
wrong! Even if legally, technically, according to God’s Law of Love it’s really not wrong 
and could even be right, it’s wrong for you if you haven’t got the faith for it and if you 
haven’t got the love for it! My Lord, how totally messed up the world is! So totally 
messed up that anybody who wants to fight for openness about se in any way, legally or 
in literature, ort or anything, has to be very very careful they don’t violate the System’s 
very strict rules about sex! 
  38. All because of that basic fundamental doctrine of the Devil that sex is basically 
primarily evil! All sex but System-married sex. All sex but that which is declared legal by 
the System, the System is in control and you do what they say. (MARIA: Even after they 
get it all legalized they even put restrictions on that, like how many children you should 
have, when you should stop, withhold if your husband doesn’t go to Church.) 
  39. Sex has become the Devil’s own tool, and he stole it from God! He literally hates it, 
but he uses it for his own glory and his own purposes, trying to destroy mankind when, it 
was intended to be man’s greatest pleasure and his greatest enjoyment in the physical. 
The Devil has made it his greatest sin and his greatest violation, his greatest 
transgression, and even claiming that that is what caused the fall of man in the Garden of 
Eden! What a lie! What a God-damned lie! 
  40. God made them male and female, not the Devil! God blessed them and said, “Be 
fruitful and multiply!” in other words, “Go to it, start fucking! Right out here in the open, 
in public, in the Garden, on the grass!” I suppose some narrow-minded blue-nosed 
Church people would say, “Oh yes, but that’s before sin entered in. That’s before they 



discovered sex and how wicket it was! And after all, that was also really in private 
because there wasn’t anybody else around yet!” Boy oh boy oh boy! It makes me so mad! 
  41. The thing that makes me mad is that man has allowed the Devil to deceive him like 
that and has been such a stupid idiot as to believe the Devil’s lies that sex is evil and sex 
is the worst sin of all and must be prohibited. The Devil would certainly like to prohibit it 
completely if he could, and he has restricted it so that things have not moved as fast as 
they should have. 
  42. Now they’re even going to restrict the number of children and in some countries like 
India they have even been performing vasectomies by law and by force, maiming the 
men to make it impossible for them to have children! Sterilizing them so they can’t have 
babies and making it permanent and certain that they can’t recreate life! (MARIA: That 
must be as horrible for men as abortion is for women!) It virtually almost kills have of 
him, or maybe more than half of him because that’s such an important part of life and 
such an important part of creation. It’s getting right down to the nitty-gritty of defeating 
God and God’s purpose and His creation right at the very foundation-sex! 
  43. Look at that pretty picture! Just because it exposes the sexual parts they call it 
pornographic, meaning it graphically portrays the porno parts, coming from the Greek 
forno, or maybe it’s Latin—It would be just like the Latin’s and the Latin Church-
meaning “hot parts”, literally. I remember when I was taking Spanish in High School and 
how it embarrassed our Spanish teacher trying to get her to explain to us what the work 
“California” meant! We had gotten to the point where we were beginning to understand 
some of these words from the Latin and she turned all kinds of colors! She was a dear 
Latin herself, poet laureate of the State of California, a beautiful poet, very pretty and 
very sexy! 
  44. So, we asked her what California means and she never could tell us because in the 
vernacular of the street it literally means “hot cock”! It must have been a place for hot 
cock in the early days, and still has that reputation of sex and sexual freedom! How the 
hell did they ever get a Governor like Reagan anyway, as narrow-minded and 
conservative as he is! It shows you how hypocritically self-righteous they are on the 
surface and what a double standard they have, when they are about the wildest State in 
the country besides New York! God help us! 
  45. Look how the Devil attacked the very foundation of creation from the very 
beginning-sex! And tried to destroy sexual activity between men and women so they 
couldn’t have any children. He was all for destroying the children from the beginning, 
and if he couldn’t stop them from having babies, they took them and threw them in the 
fire to the god Moloch as soon as they had’m! 
  46. Then they make all kinds of laws prohibiting all kinds of sex. Imagine the churches 
teaching that they can prove the story of Onan in the Bible that you shouldn’t masturbate 
and that God struck him dead from masturbation! It wasn’t anything of the kind! He 
wasn’t masturbating, he was fucking his brother’s wife and he withdrew prematurely and 
spilled the seed on the ground so he wouldn’t have children by her and have to divide the 
inheritance of his children with her children! That was Onanism! 
  47. It wasn’t masturbation, it wasn’t jacking off! It was purely a selfish mercenary 
pecuniary financial act! The law said that if your brother died you had to take on his wife 
as your wife, marry your brother’s wife and have children by her, and thereby divide the 
land and your inheritance with her and her children and he didn’t want to do that. So 



every time he fucked her he pulled it out and spilled the seed on the ground instead of 
letting it go in her, ejaculated on the ground. 
  48. And God was furious at him! Not just because he spilled the seed on the ground, but 
because he wouldn’t let her have children and didn’t want to divide the inheritance! 
That’s what God was furious at-his selfishness! He wasn’t jacking off, he was fucking! 
But he didn’t want to have children by her, so he withdrew. 
  49. Obviously he didn’t mind fucking her. He must have been enjoying that, but when 
he got that far he decided he didn’t want to her to get pregnant and have kids that he’d 
have to divvy up the wealth with and share the wealth with, that was Onanism! It wasn’t 
masturbation or jacking off or goosing! It wasn’t even just because of the principle of 
withdrawal-although I’m sure God’s against that-but it was because of his selfishness in 
not wanting to divide his money or share his wealth with in sister-in-law’s children. 
  50. Just think, in those days the law required you to marry your brother’s widow in 
addition to your won wives that you already had, and take care of her and her children 
and share your wealth with them, but the law of today actually absolutely prohibits it! If 
your brother dies and leaves his wife stranded and a poor helpless widow with a bunch of 
orphans to support, she can go to hell as far as the law of today is concerned, they don’t 
give a damn what happens to her! But you certainly can’t marry her, that is absolutely 
totally prohibited and would be considered a form of incest today to marry your brother’s 
wife! 
  51. What was the Law of God is absolutely totally against today’s laws of man, not only 
in that area bun in many areas. Virtually all of man’s sexual laws and sexual prohibitions 
are totally in total rebellion and violation against the natural laws of God! (MARIA: Look 
at the laws for rape!) Think of it! Why even under the Law of Moses or even under the 
early days of the Patriarchs, if a guy got caught fucking one of the local girls out in the 
field, if the family didn’t like it, all they could demand was reparation, pay them some 
money for it. 
  52. They said, “if they want to marry, let’m marry!” It didn’t condemn them for it, it 
didn’t prohibit it, it didn’t make it a crime, it didn’t put them in prison for life or in the 
gas chamber or the electric chair or hanging on the end of a rope! It just said if they want 
to do it OK, let them go ahead and get married, but if she doesn’t want to marry him, then 
let him pay her some money. (MARIA: Even if it was without her consent, even with 
force?) Yes, exactly, just pay her, that’s all. 
  53. They didn’t even send him to prison or anything; it was just like a fine, only it was a 
fine that the government didn’t get. Somebody got the benefit of it besides the 
government. Why do all these fines go to the government for all these crimes? They don’t 
go to the poor victim; they go to the victimizing government! To whom they are both 
criminal and victim. We’re all victims of the God-damned, anti-Christ, anti-God, anti-
Bible, anti-nature illegal System government! 
  54. It makes me so mad how many poor guys have been sweating it out for years in 
prison for obeying God’s natural laws, just because they violated some God-damned 
System law based on the doctrine of the Devil that sex in some way is evil! Boy, how the 
Devil hates sex and how he has taught the world to believe it’s evil! The whole idea was 
to teach the world that in order to enjoy sex you had to love him and worship him and 
disobey God. He taught a false doctrine so they would believe it was a sin and believe it 
was evil, therefore to them it was a sin, he made it a sin. 



  55. The Devil himself made sex a sin because of that false doctrine! He made it wicked 
and evil and wrong because he made them believe it as all of that, therefore it was that to 
them as long as they thought it was wrong and they thought it was evil and thought it was 
wicked and thought it was sinful and thought it was in violation to the rules of God, as far 
as they were concerned it was! And therefore they were sinning! All because they 
believed the Devil’s God-damned false doctrine that sex is sin, that sex is evil! What a 
horrible lie of Satan! 
  56. What a doctrine of the Devil that sex is wrong! Virtually almost all forms of sex are 
wrong as far as the System laws, except a little tiny minuscule percentage of legalized sex 
that you’ve got to go through all kinds of laws and ceremonies and expenses and 
everything to finally get around to the marriage bed! 
  57. They make a great big thing out of it and it costs money and is expensive and a 
man’s practically got to mortgage his life away to a woman in order to get it legally-
especially the more religious the country, whether it’s Christian, Jewish or Islamic! The 
more religious it is the religious its government, and the more religious its laws, the more 
prohibitive they become of sex! 
  58. It just shows that the world’s creates fiendish devilish religions are the tools of the 
Devil! The more religious they are the more they prohibit sex, showing how he hates it! 
He really hates sex and all of his Systems hate it, and all of his laws fight it. The Devil 
hates sex! And of course as long as people believe their laws and believe the Devil and 
believe his Church doctrines, denying and against sex, as long as they believe that and 
then they break’m, then it is a sin for them. If they think it’s a sin, it’s a sin! If they 
believe it’s a sin, it’s a sin to them—even if it’s not in the eyes of God! 
  59. The Devil hates sex, and boy how he’s made the System hate it and prohibit it and 
make it a crime! Which shows his biggest victory was his propaganda victory, just like it 
was in the Garden of Eden. What was his biggest victory there? What made the sin 
possible, not sex, but her disobedience to God and taking of the forbidden fruit, which 
was not sex. It was the knowledge of Good and Evil, whether it was sexual or otherwise, 
that’s what was the sin, and the major sin was disobedience [sic]. 
  60. But the thing that led to disobedience and the worst sin of all was unbelief! Unbelief 
in the Word of God and believing the lie of the Devil, that was her first sin that led to the 
action. Her first wicked, horrible, heinous sin was the sin of the heart and of the spirit of 
unbelief, which of course then led to faith in the Devil and his lie. That is the sin for 
which God holds the world responsible. That’s the major sin, the cardinal sin. It’s not all 
these other things that the Devil and the world and the System call sins. 
  61. The major sin is unbelief! Rejecting the Word of God and believing the lying 
propaganda of the Devil! That was his major victory was to slither in and slink around 
and lie his slimy lies, and her biggest stupidity was to believe him, that was the worst 
thing of all! Whew! That’s the worst sin of the world, is that they would believe this! 
That they would reject the Truth of God and believe the lies of the Devil, that sex is sin! 
  62. They reject the truth of the natural laws and processes of God and natural decent 
healthful sex, and believe that God-damned lies of the Devil and his System, and make it 
all as illegal as they can and prohibitive as they can! And so to the people, like Eve, who 
believe his lies and disbelieve God and His Word and His natural laws, of course then it 
becomes a sin because they believe the Devil’s anti-sex lies and propaganda. So their 
God-damned fiendish devilish demon-inspired System makes laws and persuades the 



government to make laws against it because they’re persuaded it’s wrong. Think of it, 
how the Devil hates sex! 
  63. I mean the only way you can possibly regain the freedom and the liberty that Adam 
and eve had in the garden and the total freedom from guilt and any guilt complexes about 
sex, is to find God and the Truth of God and have the Lord and be led of His Spirit and to 
know the Truth of the Word! That all those Mosaic laws and prohibitive laws and strict 
regulations are all gone and totally superseded bye the Love of Christ, the Law of Love, 
that as long as it’s in Love it’s legal with God! 
  64. Man has almost made the whole System so that almost everything in love is illegal. 
What a mess the God-damned System is in! The only way you can get back to freedom-
the freedom of the Garden, the sinless ness of the Garden, the perfection of the Garden, 
the liberty of the Garden, openness of the Garden-is to get back to the perfect fellowship 
and relationship with God and belief in His Word, faith in Him and faith in His Creation 
and obedience to the Lord’s law of Love! 
  65. When Adam and eve were first created and first saw each other naked and went at it, 
they didn’t have any guilt complexes or guilt consciousness that they were doing 
anything illegal or wrong or that there was anything the slightest bit wicked or sinful or 
evil about it! It was all the marvelous wonderful freedom and creation of God, all made 
for them to enjoy, and they knew it and they loved it and God enjoyed watching them! 
  66. I suppose the System today would count God as some kind of pervert because He 
liked to watch Adam and Eve fuck! My Lord, He made the sexual organs so they could! I 
suppose that really is perverted, to have created sex, the cardinal of all evils! “God? You 
mean God made sex? God made the sexual organs? He made the most evil of all our parts 
and the most horrible wicked and sinful thing! Sex! God Himself made it? He must be the 
greatest sinner of all! He must be the greatest sex fiend of all if He made it all and created 
it for us to enjoy and enjoys us enjoying it!” 
  67. He probably taught Adam and eve how to do it! Ha! He probably didn’t even have 
to teach them, one look at Eve did the trick! I bed she even enjoyed watching his 
erection. All they had then was the knowledge of good and there was nothing evil about 
it, so they must have understood it! They didn’t know it was supposed to be evil until 
after the Devil taught them that. It all goes back basically to the fiendish lies of the Devil 
about sex because he hates it, because it’s one of the greatest most wonderful creations of 
God and one of the greatest tools of God to accomplish His purposes! To have babies and 
even spiritual babies and win souls. 
  68. My lord, God used sex all the way through the bible! He had His Patriarchs using it 
and His Prophets using it and His kings using it and everybody using it for His glory and 
for His purposes to accomplish His plans-and the Devil fought it every inch of the way to 
try to make it wicked and sinful and violations and all kinds of things! The Devil hates 
sex! 
  69. The only way to get free from him and his lies and his prohibitions and guilt 
complexes about sex is to get rid of his lies and his lying propaganda, his anti-sex 
propaganda, and believe the Lord and His Word and His Creation and God’s Love and 
His freedom! That there’s nothing in the world at all wrong with sex as long as it’s 
practiced in love, whatever it is or whoever it’s with, no matter who or what age or what 
relative or what manner! And you don’t hardly dare even say these words in private! If 
the law ever got a hold of this, they’d try to string me up! They’d probably lynch me 



before I got to the jail! 
  70. The Devil hates the truth; he doesn’t even want it to get out! (MARIA: And just 
because it’s in the bible doesn’t make any difference.) Nope! (MARIA: The bible is 
against the law of man too!) Oh good night, the Bible is against all kinds of laws today! 
And the Jews will get to the point one of these days-the law is so much in their favor and 
they have so much power-that they’ll declare the Bible an anti-Semitic book! And if they 
don’t get to it first, why the anti-porn laws and the anti-obscenity laws and the anti-sex 
laws will declare it a pornographic obscene book and have it outlawed! 
  71. You wait and watch and see, and I don’t think it’s going to take long! The Devil’s 
getting the laws all ready, he’s working all round the fringes and all around the Bible in 
his big plot of encirclement with his anti-Semitic laws and anti-anti-Semitic laws and his 
anti-porn laws and anti-obscenity laws and all this, to where one of these days it’ll 
probably be the Jews that attack it on both fronts as being an anti-Semitic pornographic 
obscene book! (MARIA: The idea is already there, they just haven’t put it into law yet.) 
Yes they have! 
  72. They just haven’t dared attack it yet because it has such big friends! Even though the 
Church doesn’t believe it or teach it and violates it, it’s supposed to be the Church’s basic 
law and book, both of the Christians and the Jews, and even the Muslims are supposed to 
believe in it. So since the world’s three greatest religions are based on it, the Devil’s 
forces haven’t dared attack it completely yet. There have been days in the past when they 
did, when they burned Bibles-and they will again-because the truth sets people free. Jesus 
said, “If you continue in My Word, you’ll know the truth and the truth shall make you 
free!”-if you obey Him. (John 8:31, 32) 
  73. But the Devil’s preparing his attack on the Word of God, the truth, the bible, and 
you watch and see if they’re not going to outlaw it one of these days under the excuses 
that it’s anti-Semitic, pornographic, obscene, illegal and all the rest! But they’re just 
waiting till they get the upper hand and get the power, and the Church and Judaism and 
Islam get weak enough that they can attack it and take over and use those excuses to do 
it. 
  74. Look at the antichrist, one of his greatest characteristics is that he cares nothing for 
the desire of women-maybe he has a desire for men! How is it put there in Daniel? 
“Neither shall he regard the desire of women” (Da. 11:37)—Sex, in other words. He 
doesn’t care for sex and he doesn’t like sex because he is the Devil incarnate and 
therefore he hates sex! 
  75. Sex is one of his greatest enemies because sex is the friend of God and the creation 
of God, therefore the Anti-Christ, the Devil in person, is going to hate sex and probably 
outlaw sex even worse! Probably try to put a complete stop to the human race and outlaw 
babies! (MARIA: I guess that’s why we have to hurry up and have’m now!) Yes, as fast as 
we can! We need to have them while we can. PTL! Hallelujah! TYL! 
  76. Oh, it just makes me angry and mad at the Devil and especially his demonic System 
and his diabolical anti-God laws, anti-nature-that which is against nature! Prohibition of 
sex is against nature, God’s natural laws and God’s natural creation, and the only way to 
get freedom is to know the truth, and the truth shall set you free. Praise God! In which all 
things are lawful, Paul said so! 
  77. When he said, “all things are lawful unto me, but all things are not expedient” (1Co. 
6:12), he was as good as saying, “I can indulge in any kind of sex I want to, but I’ve got 



to watch out for the System because it’s against the law!” (MARIA: At least not let’m find 
out if you do it!) Yes. He said, “Against such there is not law” (Gal. 5:23)—Against 
those things that are done in love. How can there be any law against love? Well, because 
of the Devil, he hates it. 
  78. Sex is about the next thing to love, in fact what the world calls love. And if God is 
Love, then He’s also sex, so the Devil hates both, he hates all three: God, Love and Sex! 
So he’s fighting all three as hard as he can-God, Love and Sex. Because sex proves the 
existence of Love and Love proved the existence of God! Hallelujah! TYL! 
  79. Motherhood is considered one of the most angelic, spiritual, idyllic, ideal, saintly 
occupations in the world-even by the Church, of all things, which deplores the sex which 
makes it possible! Church plays down the man and really tramples all over him, and 
glorifies the woman and the mother and the babies. Well, what the hell do they think 
made it all possible but the man and his fucking penie! But oh no, that’s evil! 
  80. The church almost as good as teaches that women are basically angelic and 
Madonnas for having babies -almost like Mary having Jesus, but the man, he’s basically 
evil and his sexual activities are vile and filthy and dirty and kind of a necessary evil just 
so the woman can have babies. In fact, the way they glorify women and children, babies 
and motherhood and Madonnas, you’d think men had nothing to do with it! It’s almost 
unbelievable! 
  81. Thank God for the freedom of the spirit and the freedom of the truth and the 
freedom of the flesh as a result, and that’s the only way you can ever get it! And God 
knows you’ll never get it completely in this world as long as the System’s around and its 
Devil and its diabolical anti-God anti-Christ anti-sex laws! 
  82. They call some of the sex crimes “crimes against nature”. My Lord, they’re the ones 
who commit the crimes against nature by passing such laws! You know that guy 
Chessman who spent about 12 or 13 years in jail waiting for execution and they finally 
put him in the gas chamber in California, do you know what his crime was? A crime 
considered so vile in those days and so murderous and horrible that it was punishable by 
death? 
  83. It was technically called in the California law “a crime against nature”. He made a 
fairly frequent practice of going into this Lovers Lane in a police uniform with a pistol 
and pretending to arrest these young couples who were out there having “illegal carnal 
knowledge of unmarried females and males”, “unlawful cohabitation with unmarried 
female minors” and what-not and threatened to arrest them and take them to jail, but then 
would let them off if they’d give him sex! He’d fuck the girls while he held a pistol on 
the boys, or make the girls suck him! 
  84. They shoved him in a jail and kept him in prison for about 12 years I think it was, 
and he wrote a book about it. He was a very brilliant intelligent guy, a Jew, of course. 
Then finally, because her family was influential and powerful and put up such a fuss and 
of course the blue nosed narrow-minded System too, they put him in the gas chamber and 
killed him! 
  85. And do you know what the specific crime was for which he was finally executed, 
kept in prison all those years and executed? They said it was a heinous horrible vile crime 
against nature! In her particular case he held a pistol on’em and made her suck him off! 
(MARIA: That was even worse than fucking, huh?) Oh yes! That was the most degrading, 
the most horrifying, the most corrupting, and the most diabolical of all sins, to force a girl 



to suck you off at the point of a gun! (MARIA: Do they still have laws like that now 
though?) 
  86. Well of course, but even his book I think helped to liberalize some of those 
ridiculous laws. See, both things they got him on at that time would have put him in 
prison. It was considered worse than rape, and rape in those days, not only murder, but 
kidnapping and rape were all capital crimes subject to capital punishment or death, 
execution, in California and many other States. 
  87. In some States rape is still a capital crime and they can execute you for it, but in 
other states they’ve just made it a life sentence, twenty years or something like that. Even 
if the girl seduced you into it and wanted it and everything else, it doesn’t matter if she 
consents, if she’s under age and the parents didn’t consent to it, well then it was rape. 
  88. Many a parent has charged a young man with rape and sent him packing off to 
prison over the girl’s objections, because she loved him and even wanted to marry him! 
In a case in England recently the girl loved the boy and wanted to marry him and the 
parents wouldn’t let them marry, so when they got together sexually, they got rid of him 
by charging him with rape of an under aged girl and sent him to prison to make sure they 
didn’t get married! 
  89. Parents are the greatest criminals of all! Modern parents today are forcing their 
children into sin, literally forcing them to do things, which are illegal because they refuse 
to legalize it. (MARIA: And then punishing them for doing it.) Yes! Whew! I mean it’s 
just like I remember someone saying years ago when I was young-it stuck with me! 
  90. Who’s guilty, the one who breaks unkeepable laws or the one who makes them? The 
person who breaks a law he can’t keep, or the government that makes a law that’s 
impossible for him to keep. That’s why God had to change His whole System, He found 
out they couldn’t keep the laws and rules, it was impossible! So He made a way of escape 
of mercy, forgiveness and grace, salvation. (MARIA: But the thing that was different about 
Him was that He knew in the first place and just did that to show them.) Yes, he did that 
to show people they couldn’t be good. 
  91. Of course you couldn’t convince the Jews or begin of that today, they still think they 
keep them and that they’re very good people, murdering the Palestinians and bulldozing 
down the homes and completely evicting their whole families and making them live in 
squatters camps because the kids threw rocks at the occupying repressive Israeli police 
force! They should have thrown more than rocks at them and they had a right to! They’re 
stealing their country and their homes and oppressing and murdering their families. 
  92. To make laws that people can’t keep is more evil and wicked than people who 
disobey them and can’t keep them! Well, praise God for freedom of the Spirit and the 
Lord, and that’s the only place there is freedom. There’s no freedom in this world 
anymore, let’s face it! Sitting right here in this supposed free country, civilized, 
modernized, educated, enlightened, even supposedly revolutionized-we’re probably 
breaking all kinds of laws just sitting here, just by being here and perhaps with some of 
the relationships we have, even in the privacy of our own home with our own family and 
our own friends! 
  93. It’s possibly all illegal, unlawful, wicked and sinful according to the laws of man. 
The demonic, fiendish, anti-God, anti-Christ, anti-nature, anti-sex laws of man-
demonically and Devil inspired laws of man-because the Devil hates God and he hates 
love and therefore he hates sex! Boy, that’s a shocker; I don’t think I’ve ever heard 



anybody say that! 
  94. The Devil is the world’s greatest enemy of sex-literally! The Devil hates sex! But 
just look how he’s given the world the impression that he loves it and that it’s his own 
device and creation and his domain and his kingdom, and in order to really enjoy it to the 
full and freely and with liberty and with zest and tremendous enthusiasm, you’ve got to 
worship him and love him and you’ve got to be a sinner and break the laws of God and 
violate the laws of man and transgress the laws of the church and Bible to fully enjoy it! 
  95. What a lie! What lying devilish, fiendish propaganda of the Devil who hates sex to 
have to persuaded man now for thousands of years that sex was evil and vile and sinful 
and wicked and wrong, and had civilization after civilization pass laws against it to make 
it wrong! And worst of all, persuade the people in their own minds and hearts that it’s 
wrong and evil with his lying propaganda, so that they really believe it’s wrong so that 
therefore they are sinning and breaking God’s laws of faith by doing what they think is 
wrong! 
  96. The only hope and the only freedom and the only way out is up through faith, and 
the only way we’ll ever be free of the Devil’s lies and propaganda and restrictions is in 
the Kingdom of God! We are free in our hearts now, we are free in privacy, and that’s 
about all, and we mightn’t be free if they discovered what we do in private! The only 
freedom we’ll have, really total freedom, is when the Lord comes and delivers us from 
this vile wicked demonic evil diabolical sinful disobedient unbelieving world with its 
Devil inspired anti-God anti-sex anti-love anti-Christ laws! 
  97. (MARIA: can you explain how sex proves love if sex is supposed to be an animal 
instinct and one of the basic needs of man and they do it anyway?) That is one of the 
doctrines of the Devil that sex is animal instinct! That is a doctrine of devils! (MARIA: 
You mean you wouldn’t have sex if there weren’t love?) Well, sex is a physical instinct, 
that’s true, but that doesn’t make it an animal instinct without love. 
  98. The fact of the matter is that even in the animal world there’s love between mates! 
It’s been proven now by scientific research and investigative observation today. We saw 
those documentaries on the wolves and foxes and so on, how that in sex when they have a 
child-a little wolf-let or fox-let—they really react to each other in love, take care of each 
other and take care of the child very lovingly. 
  99. They have a real loving relationship and concern about each other! And in the wolf 
community where they run in packs there’s even a family concern, a group concern about 
the mother and the child and her protection and her feeding and her happiness and her 
well being, even amongst wolves! My God, if there’s that much love amongst wolves, 
how much more there ought to be amongst human beings! 
 100. So you wanna know how sex proves love? Well, look at any mother, look at any 
child-well, maybe not any-but any normal mother and natural child and the love between 
them. You don’t have to be taught theory or doctrine or law or anything to see that you 
love Techi and she loves you! And yet it all began with sex! Sex proves the existence of 
love. Sex results in love, right? And the true kind of sex, the right kind of sex, natural 
God given sexual instinct is brought on by love. 
 101. Only the perverts go around fucking people they don’t love! There are a lot of 
perverts in the world, and they’re probably the majority now because of evil and 
wickedness and sin. In fact, “fuck you!” has gotten to be a hate expression instead of an 
expression of love! I’m talking about normal natural God given sex, not perverted sex. 



You don’t normally go around fucking people you don’t love! 
 102. Sex is the ultimate in physical fulfillment of love! You fall in love with somebody; 
the whole world goes for that! It’s the basis of all kinds of romance and love stories and 
books and movies and whatnot! You fall in love, so eventually if you love somebody 
what do you do? Fuck’m! You have sex with them. 
 103. The sexual appeal is a strong part of the love you have for them, sex appeal! And 
man’s own diabolical Goddamn evolutionary doctrine condemns this and denies it and 
says it’s pure animalistic instinct, it’s pure fleshly lust, it has nothing to do with anything 
finer, it has nothing to do with love, it’s just plain, you might as well say rape, when 
genuine love usually results in sex, right? 
 104. How does sex prove love? Because usually you don’t have sex unless you have 
love-normal natural people who have a proper relationship. (MARIA: That’s the trouble, 
like you said, most of the world doesn’t have proper relationships anymore.) That’s 
because they are not properly related to God, so how can they have love if they haven’t 
got God when God is love? 
 105. But if they have a normal relationship with God, and have God, they’ve got love, 
and God’s love results in sex and sexual activity and fucking! How does sex prove the 
existence of love? Look at any romance, any love story, what’s the last thing in the 
movie? Well, in the good old-fashioned movies it was the final kiss, before they finally 
lay down on the bed out of sight of the camera! I mean how is a man supposed to prove 
he loves a woman? By fucking her! That was the good old ideal and the way it was 
supposed to be, that a man proves his love by fucking! 
 106. This was in the “Old Church, New Church” letter! (No. A.) The old church said “I 
love you” but never went to bed with Him or never fucked Him or had any sex with Him. 
How do you prove you’re married? With a piece of paper? No! God intended for you to 
prove it by becoming one flesh, by fucking! That was intended to prove your love, that 
you were willing to go all the way, paper or no! 
 107. Even all kinds of songs extol that particular virtue-if you love me, show me! Love 
me? Fuck me! Go all the way! It’s no good if they love you unless you go all the way! 
That’s the old song dear old Sinatra used to sing, “When somebody loves you, it’s no 
good unless they love you all the way!” Even the songs preach it! Love goes all the way! 
 108. Sex is the proof of love, sex proves that love exists! (MARIA: Yes, but you see you 
have to teach that to today’s young people because they’ve grown up in such a perverted 
atmosphere that they don’t even know what’s the right thing.) They don’t know what 
love is, so they can have sex without love. In fact, they can even have hate sex, fuck 
somebody because they hate’m! 
 109. Think of that, how the Devil has perverted sex! That’s all a result of his doctrine 
that sex is evil and sex is wrong, therefore if you really want to do somebody damage, 
why have sex with’m! Fuck’m! Rape’m! (MARIA: Get’m Pregnant!) Oh, that’s the worst 
sin of all, to get them pregnant! That is the absolute ultimate revenge against somebody 
you hate: Get’m pregnant! Just think how the Devil has completely perverted and twisted 
the whole thing and destroyed the whole original intention and creation of God! 
 110. I’m talking about natural normal godly love as manifested in sex, as far as I’m 
concerned for whomever! There are no relationship restrictions or age limitations in His 
law of love. Buy System laws make it all against the law, and if I’d tell you what I think, 
I’d probably break the law publishing it! Whew! Wow! The System really stinks! It is a 



pit of lies and deceit and fiendish propaganda against the laws of God and the love of 
God and the sex of God! It’s almost totally against nature! 
 111. Just think, God himself had sex with Mary to have Jesus! The Catholic Church 
doesn’t like that brought out! The Mormons teach that God took a human form the word 
“theophany” or “God-body” like an angel—God Himself took human form and literally 
fucked Mary to make her pregnant with Jesus! Why not? But the Church would say, “Oh! 
Because fucking is pleasure and feels good, an orgasm and the pleasure of it is a sin!” 
The Catholic Church literally teaches that to have pleasure in sex is sinful and wicked! In 
fact, Catholicism virtually teaches that any kind of pleasure is a sin! 
 112. Think of how twisted this world is and how completely perverted and deceived and 
propagandized in believing in the Devil’s lies! Of course sex proves love, you prove your 
love by sex! “Husbands love your wives … you ought to love your wife like your won 
body … no man ever yet hated his own flesh!” (Eph. 5:25-29) And if you love your wife 
like you do yourself, you’ll goose her like you jack yourself off-or fuck her like you want 
to be fucked! That’s love; it proves the existence of love! 
 113. That’s the proof of love, the act of love, right? (MARIA: Yes!) That’s the way it’s 
supposed to be and ought to be and God intended it to be-an act of love-the ultimate act 
of love! Human love, physical love. The ultimate spiritual act of love is to even go further 
than giving life, saving life, loving life and is to sacrifice your own life that someone else 
might live. But in a way, that’s what you do in sex, particularly a woman and a mother: 
 114. She lays down her own life that others may live-her husband and her child. She 
sacrifices all the time. She nearly dies to have a baby, so that’s laying down your life. 
(MARIA: Does that mean she should get weaker and weaker with each baby?) Oh, I don’t 
think any woman ought to get weaker and weaker with each baby unless she has them too 
close together and maybe if she’s not strong enough to have them that close together. 
(MARIA: But the Lord makes that decision, doesn’t he?) 
 115. Of course our modern women are pretty weak sisters because of the corruption and 
perversion of the age and its junk foods and its unhealthy living and all the rest, and also 
inherits the weaknesses and the sins of her parents which result in whatever kind of 
health or unhealthiest she inherits, so therefore she’s probably not as strong as she ought 
to be. 
 116. That’s one thing they said about the Jewish women in the days of Egypt, that the 
soldiers couldn’t get there quick enough to kill the babies because the Hebrew women 
were more lively than the Egyptian women. (Ex. 1:19) They had their births quicker and 
faster before the soldiers could get there and would hide them! They were more lively, 
and they were probably more lively sexually too. Jewish women, in fact, are notorious for 
being very aggressive and lively sexually. Probably because they eat all that clean food 
and keep God’s health laws! 
 117. But I don’t see why women should get any weaker from having babies, they ought 
to get stronger! In fact, they usually do get stronger when they’re pregnant, and it’s 
usually the healthiest they ever are if they’re normal, natural and the way they ought to 
be. (MARIA: The Lord is giving practically all our mothers babies one right on top of each 
other!) Hallelujah! All right then, even if it’s a sacrifice to the mother’s health, God must 
want those babies even if it costs a lot! 
 118. He wants to populate heaven with his children! And the faster we can have them 
right now the better, as far as He’s concerned, obviously! (MARIA: Are they supposed to 



get stronger or are they supposed to get weaker?) Well, it’s hard work and maybe if 
they’re overworking and overdoing the mother may suffer for it, but at least God’s 
Kingdom prospers and is blessed. So, if she has ten babies and it kills her, well, there are 
ten more souls for the Kingdom of God! Shocked? 
 119. (MARIA: that’s the question our parents have, if they’re not going to be able to take 
care of five children because they’re going to be so weak after the fifth one!) Oh blah 
blah blah blah! I think that’s just an excuse! That’s a lot of baloney! (MARIA: Not really, 
because you do really worry about your children if you have to take care of them by 
yourself.) 
 120. All right, if they’re too damn weak to both bear’m and care’m, well, they can 
have’m and having performed their service, go to be with the Lord, and the husband can 
marry a nice strong young woman who’s got the health and strength to take care of’m! 
(MARIA: It’s not that simple, you don’t just die!) Why not? Death of mothers was quite 
frequent when I was a kid. It was not at all unusual for a man to have had two or three 
wives, not because of divorce and remarriage but because of the women having so many 
children and such hard work that she finally wore out or he wore her out and she died and 
he married somebody else! Does that shock you? 
 121. Well, praise God, if she performed her service and she did her job and it got 
finished earlier than most people and the Lord took her, well she’s all the better off, PTL! 
She never had a chance to even grow old, and he can get a nice young wife with a lot of 
strength and energy that can finish the job! I mean death is not such a terrible thing! 
(MARIA: Not death, but some of them just get pretty weak and it’s hard for them, it’s not 
just a question of dying.) 
 122. Well, the other people aught to pitch in and help them out, the selfish singles who 
are running around footloose and fancy free and shiftless and shifting instead of getting 
married and having babies, they ought to pitch in and take care of them and help them! 
They’ve got nothing better to do. (MARIA: Well, I guess I just always thought that the 
Lord would do a miracle-like the Hebrews with the children—If you’re living for the 
Lord you ought to get stronger after each baby instead of weaker.) Well, my mother 
certainly did. She said she was stronger after me than she ever was in her life! (MARIA: It 
shows the Lord can do it in some cases.) “According to your faith!” (Matthew 9:29) 
 123. It shows the lord can do it if they’ve got the faith and obey the lord and follow him 
and do his will! If God gave them the children, He’ll give them the strength to take care 
of them-unless they don’t trust Him and don’t obey Him and complain about it. Of course 
if they keep grumbling and complaining and whining about it, why God will do like I 
used to do with my kids: “If you don’t shut up I’ll give you something to whine about!” 
Be thankful, not murmuring! 
 124. (MARIA: isn’t it amazing how the Lord wanted us to start a sex revolution in 
Tenerife of all places? One of the most conservative propagandized-from birth countries 
against sex and against anything outside of legal marriage!) In Franco Spain! (MARIA: 
And where the people were about as much on the other side of it as they could have 
possibly been!) It shows you how they really were at heart, especially the men, they were 
fed up with the System and ripe and ready for the Sex Revolution! (MARIA: I guess God 
wanted to show what a miracle it was that they could break away from something that 
was ingrained in them since birth and taught to them constantly!) 
 125. It’s still a miracle that they’re going on there, that we’ve got fruit there that’s still 



remaining and still proving that it works! God had to leave some there even though the 
majority rejected. He had to leave some fruit right there under their noses where they 
could smell its sweet fragrance all the time to be a testimony against them that they 
rejected the Truth that works and the Love that works and the Sex that works! 
 126. That’s the whole basic doctrine of FFing, that sex proves love! Sex proves the 
existence of Love, that these girls are willing to go to bed with these men to prove they 
love them, and that was the convincing proof, that was the convincing thing about it. You 
say, “Well, how does sex prove love?” well, there you are! That’s how it proves love, just 
by having it! By fucking’m 
 127. And who were the biggest enemies of the sex revolution, the love revolution, the 
family of love and the proof that sex proves love? Who were the biggest enemies of the 
Family of Love and FFing and the Sex Revolution in Tenerife in Franco Spain? (MARIA: 
The Church and the System!) The Church and the System! The Bishop and the Governor 
and the Judge! I mean the people were crazy about us, especially the men, and the 
newspapers loved it, all this delicious spicy sex that was going on right there on their 
little Island! 
 128. There were cartoons and newspaper articles almost every day all about the Family 
of Love and the girls and everything! I remember that funny little cartoon showing this 
fat German tourist guy carrying his camera and walking around in his shorts looking ugly 
like some of them did, and asking on of the native men, “Where’s the Family of Love?” 
and the old Tenerifan codger says, “Oh, they have many branches!” ha! In other words, 
which one do you want to go to? They’re all over the Island! 
 129. Tourists came from everywhere looking for us! That’s what they wanted, that’s 
what they were looking for, this is what they waited for all their lives is this kind of a 
sexual revolution, a sexual religion, a religion that promoted sex, because they knew that 
that’s what it ought to be like! The people want it and have a desire for it because they 
were created to want it and desire it! They want it because they need it and they know 
they need it, so they came from all over Europe looking for it! 
 130. Sex proves love? Of course it proves love! But sad to say, with the degeneration of 
mankind and the diabolical doctrines of the Devil and his hatred for sex, he so perverted 
mankind to where he’s managed to make sex prove hate! Some people fuck because they 
hate each other, for the perversion! What a twist! How crooked can the human mind and 
spirit and heart become? As crooked as they have made their sex and their bodies! All 
kinds of perversions and perverted positions and everything else, filth and uncleanness! 
 131. Well, the Devil has really screwed it up, crewed up sex and screwed up man’s 
attitude towards sex and man’s beliefs about sex to where the Devil’s made it seem to 
prove hate rather than love-that the act of sex and the act of intercourse, the act of fucking 
is supposedly an act of hate, like rape! Man has made it a hate-act instead of a love-act 
because the Devil hates sex! He’s like to try to prove that it proves hate instead of love! 
Lord help us! 
 132. But sex certainly proves love! That’s the whole basis of FFing! You don’t believe 
that? (MARIA: Yes, I do!) Why did you ask me the question? (MARIA: Because I think 
young people today need to understand the real true meaning, because just like you said, 
they’ve been so perverted that they don’t understand that. They’ve been fucked lots of 
times, not out of love but just because it’s been a selfish need, so that’s why we have to 
show them, like the archaeologist digging out the rubble, showing the true basis and the 



true facts.) Amen, amen. 
 133. So sex proves love, true love! True love in proven by sex! That’s one of the major 
ways to prove it, either by fucking or dying, one or the other! That’s the whole idea of 
FFing, if by sex you can prove there is love, thereby you prove there is God, because God 
is love. If you can prove to these men through sex that you love them, therefore you 
prove that love exists, especially if they know it’s sacrificial for the girl or they have their 
babies, our “Jesus Babies”. GB’m! 
 134. They know it’s real love, sacrificial love, they literally lay down their lives for their 
brethren, and therefore they know there must be a God if there’s such love! (MARIA: yes, 
it’s like love can be proven by sex, but also hate can be proven by sex.) That’s the way 
the Devil has made it and how he’s twisted it. (MARIA: Yes, but true love can be proven 
by sex.) Amen. 
 135. Well, the Devil’s got a counterfeit for everything-for love and sex and truth and the 
whole works! He is the counterfeit god and he’ll have the counterfeit millennium and the 
counterfeit Christ and counterfeit kingdom-he’s got counterfeits for everything, opposites 
of everything. But sex certainly can prove true love, and if true love exists it proves the 
existence of God, that God is love. And that’s been the whole appeal of our FFing, is to 
prove to these men that love exists, and therefore God exists, and they prove it by sex, 
praise God! (MARIA: Amen, hallelujah!) 
 136. Well, I sure got mad about that this morning when I looked at that “Revolutionary 
Sex” komic and I thought how dangerous it is to publish it even in our book, even when 
it’s the absolute truth and beautiful and Godly and Christ-like and wonderful and 
marvelous and loving and just gorgeous! It’s dangerous! And why is it dangerous? I just 
got to thinking about that looking at it wondering, “Why is it so dangerous? Why does 
the System hate it so?” and it came to me just as clear as anything: 
 137. The Devil hates sex! He really hates sex. True sex, honest sex, Godly sex, sinless 
sex, beautiful sex, natural sex, he hates it! All he can offer is a counterfeit substitution 
and a lie! And it’s almost as old as the Bible. His lies are older I guess than the Bible, 
certainly as old as the Garden of Eden! What a lie to have persuaded the world that sex 
was the major sin, the first sin, the sin of Adam and Eve in the Garden, that that’s why 
they fell, that sex caused the Fall of man! And the Church did it, and of course the Devil 
persuaded them! What a lie, what a perversion, what an absolute contortion of the Truth! 
 138. All because the Devil hates sex, really hates it! Because it’s a wonderful creation of 
God, the greatest proof of love and His existence, and the greatest loving experience that 
creates new life and new immortal souls for the Eternal Kingdom of God! 
 139. Without love and sex there’d be nothing! No God, no love, no sex, no lovers, no 
families, no friends, no art, no beauty, no existence at all! Without love and sex there’d 
be nothing at all but Hell on Earth brought by the Devil who hates’m all! 
 140. If you hate sex you are one of the Devil’s crowd! If you think it’s evil, then God 
and love are evil, for He created it! Come on, let’s love and enjoy it like God does! He 
loves it! 
 
 

~ THE END ~ 


